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2Motivation
Single Device Charging Stations
Wireless Charging Pad
Wireles Receiver
3Overall Goal:
Construct charging pad for 100 autonomous 
robots
How this is achieved:
● Research Qi (chee) Standard
● Build Coils for Testing
● Run Simulations
● Build needed circuits
● Combine circuits and debug
● Make final design
4Wireless & Battery-less Power
Ampere’s Law(coil):
Faraday’s Law:
5Alanson Sample’s Research
6Full System Design
Transmit Block Diagram [1]
[1] QUAN TEO, YIN. (n.d.): n. pag. Web. 18 July 2017. 
<http://ece.duke.edu/sites/ece.duke.edu/files/GWDD2010_Teo.pdf>.
Receiver 1
Receiver 2
Receiver 3
7Circuit For Charging Pad
• Resonant coil is 2.5’ x 2.5’
• Driver coil is 1’ x 1’
• Points 5” apart on (X,Y) axis
● Resonant Coil
● Driver Coil (Tx)
● Receiver Coil (Rx)
8Power Density
• Measured in milliwatts (mW)
• Load of 4 kΩ
• Resonates at 111 kHz
Testing Efficiency 
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● Receiver Coil 1 
● Receiver Coil 2
● Receiver Coil 3
Efficiency Results
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● Efficiency = ( Power Output at Receivers / Power Input from DC Supply) *100
● Increases with number of robots
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Summary     
Benefits:
● Wireless!
● Low cost construction
● Used with multiple applications
● Powers multiple devices
Future Work
● Continue increasing efficiency with number of receiver 
coils
● Build a PCB for receiver
● Build table top surface to mount
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